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Emerging/reemerging infectious diseases
• Emerging/reemerging infectious diseases (EIDs) are broadly
defined as infectious diseases which newly emerged, or those
which have been in existence, but reemerge increasingly more
frequently and spread regionally.
• 335 newly emerging cases were detected between 1940 and
2004. Outbreak frequency was the highest in 1980‘s because
of the international HIV epidemic. 60 percent of EID events were
zoonosis, of which 71.8 percent were originated from wildlife
(Jones KE, et al. Nature 451: 990-4,2008) .
• Emerging infectious diseases impose a heavy burden on the
world economy and public health.
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Traveling by aero plane
International trade
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Climate change
Ecosystem change
Evolution of pathogenic microorganism

Advancement in containment of
diseases
• Genome sequences to detect
emerging viruses
• World communication network
• Rapid diagnosis
• New vaccine technologies and
treatment designs

Jones KE, et al. Nature 451:990-4,2008, Source: WHO, altered
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Tourism in Japan, Wikipedia
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This situation poses unique threats
• Increased travel and trade
• Increased likelihood of importing ID from overseas,
including unusual/emerging IDs (e.g. Yellow Fever, MERS,
Zika, Cholera…)
• Increased likelihood of further transmission following
importation (e.g. Measles, Dengue, MERS…)

• Decline in domestic IDs
• Accumulation of susceptible, non-immune individuals in
the population (e.g. Hepatitis A)
• Clinicians becoming increasingly unfamiliar with IDs
common in the past and having difficulty in diagnosis
(e.g. Measles)

Occasionally sensational, but many
routine IDs…
• Recent importations of high-profile EIDs (e.g. MERS,
Yellow Fever, Zika)
• Rare events, and prepared with specific SOPs, mechanisms
for response

• Many other IDs routinely imported, and in much larger
numbers→ high public health burden
• May require aggressive public health interventions that are
costly (e.g. contact-tracing for measles)
• May result in severe clinical outcomes that require intensive,
costly medical care (e.g. treatment for malaria)
→ Knowing these “usually” imported IDs will be important for
differential diagnosis and reducing false alarms.

Preparedness against importation of
infectious diseases
Several points of intervention, but once imported…
• Clinical insight and rapid detection are key
• Clinical suspicion, differential diagnostic capacity
• Once detected, then can initiate response
• Appropriate clinical management and treatment
• Field investigations, contact tracing, possible Q&I…
• Syndromic approach (initiating response mechanisms
at suspect/probable stage)
• Enhanced reporting (e.g. daily)
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Once imported, much relies on what
happens initially at the medical setting…
Initial clinical suspicion and detection are
important!
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Transmission and pathology of MERS CoV
MERS has been classified as a Category 2 infection since January 2015

Excrement, i.e. nasal discharge, saliva,feces

？
31% of dromedaries
Splash,
under age 1
carry the virus
(Wernery U,et al. EID, 2015)

Transmission to humans
contact, food, mucosal invasion?
MERS-Co V infection
Incubation period

Family, etc.
HCWs

Droplet, contact infection

DPP4

Prodrome: fatigue, chills, headache, etc.

Asymptomatic
infection
Recovery

Acute phase: lower respiratory tract,
gastrointestinal symptoms

Fulminant phase: ARDS, renal failure, multiple organ failure
Death

(Zumla A, et al. Lancet. June 3, 2015)

Monthly number of confirmed MERS cases
(As of September 18, 2018)
・Reported from 27 countries
・More than 80% were from Saudi Arabia
・Median age 52 years（IQR 37-65)
・Male 67%
・Severity at the time of reporting：
－21% mild or asymptomatic
－46% severe or death
・Case fatality rate: 36%
・Limited human to human transmission
（at home or hospitals）
http://www.who.int/csr/disease/coronavirus_infections/ris
k-assessment-august-2018.pdf?ua=1

First report

http://www.who.int/emergencies/mers-cov/epi-18-september-2018.png?ua=1

When a suspected MERS case is reported

Definition for Suspected MERS case (July 7, 2017)

Definition for MERS case
Suspected case:
• Symptom A + Exposure 1 or 2
• Symptom B + Exposure 3 or 4
• Symptom

A.

Fever ≧38℃+ Acute respiratory symptoms including cough + pneumonia/ARDS

B.

Fever+ Acute respiratory symptoms (including mild case)

• Exposure
**

1.

Contact with confirmed case or dromedary in endemic countries

2.

Reside in/ or travel to endemic countries**

3.

Close contact (Physical examination or medical care, direct exposure to body fluid) with confirmed
or suspect MERS case

4.

Visit medical institutes in endemic countries **

Confirmed case:
Case with laboratory confirmation by PCR testing for both upE and ORF1a

Epi curve of measles cases in KIX: Aug to Sep, 2016（n=33）
All of 29 cases were infected with genotype H1
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(IASR 38:48-49,2017)

• The initial cluster reminds us that an international airport is a potential
hotspot for measles.
• Most of cases were modified measles, and clinical diagnosis of these
cases was difficult without any information of the recent detection of
measles cases in the region.

Information from routine surveillance
• Substantial number of acute-onset IDs
imported into Japan
• Many from Asia during the summer, but depends
on ID
• Coincides with period during Tokyo Olympic and
Paralympic Games, and also expect many visitors to
come from Asia

• NIID initiated enhanced information
dissemination of IDs with high importation
burden
• For clinicians and subnational level public health,
but public can also view

Risk assessment for 2020 Olympic and Paralympic Games:
Guidance for the Local Governments (October 2017)
Increase
importation

Vaccine-preventable
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○
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○

○
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○
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Influenza
Pertussis
MERS

○
○
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○
○
○

○

Burden of contact
tracing and risk
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Dengue, Chikungunya/
Zika virus infection

○

Burden of antimosquito counter
measure
○

EHEC
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Hepatitis A
Hepatitis E
Norovirus infection
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○
○

○
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○
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Tuberculosis
Syphilis
HIV/AIDS

○
○
○

○
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”one-stop shop” public
website for all IDs with
high importation burden
• Aggregated,
descriptive
summaries (tables,
figures) in
standardized format
• Yearly and monthly
notification trends by
disease and
country/area of
suspected infection
source

https://www.niid.go.jp/niid/ja/id/1709-source/transport/idsc/8045-imported-cases.html c

e.g. MALARIA

https://www.niid.go.jp/niid/ja/id/1709-source/transport/idsc/8045-imported-cases.html

Enhanced information dissemination,
specific to imported IDs
• Knowing the “usual suspects” will play important part
in better preparing against imported IDs.
• E.g. what to suspect first, differential diagnosis, what to
prepare against seasonally…

• With upcoming Tokyo Olympic and Paralympic Games,
acute increase in imported IDs expected (>20 million
visitors expected).
• Using routine surveillance data, we can begin to raise
awareness and prepare response capacities in advance,
both for routine preparedness and for the Tokyo
Olympic and Paralympic Games…
• This simple approach is generalizable for use in any country

“Surveillance can be defined as 'ongoing
systematic collection, collation, analysis and
interpretation of data and the dissemination
of information to those who need to know in
order that action may be taken' – Information
for Action.” - World Health Organization
→ Preparedness for imported ID’s will require a
multi-pronged approach, and enhancing
information-sharing is an important component.
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